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In Chapter 13 of his Easy Lessons in Chinese Writing , Bernhar d 

Karlgren (1958) lists a number of seri·es of phonetic compound character s 

in which, he feels, the modern Mandarin pronunciation of the compound 

characters are so divergent from the ~odern pronunciation of the phonetic 

itself that one needs to know the Archaic Chinese pronunciation of a l l 

characters in a series in order to make phonological sense out of th . 

series. As he states (Karlgren 1958, p. 133): 

At the end of Chap. III there was preliminary warning that 
the r8le (sic) of a Phonetic is not always as easily understood 
a.s. in the many examples adduced in Chaps. III, V, VII, X, and 
XII. In those instances there was a sufficient similarity in 
sound between the character used as Phonetic and the compound 
in which it enters as such • • • even in their modern phonetic 
garb to make the construction reasonable and easy to remember. 
But in other instances the Phonetics make sense only if we know 
the Archaic pronunciation • • • 

A statement such as this makes perfect sense in light of the many 

researches which Karlgren undertook to establish the phono~ogical 

relationships which phonetic compound characters exhibit in bot h Anc ient 

and Archaic Chinese (Karlgren 1923, 19-0, 1954). More recent resear ch, 

however, incluiing research undertaken by this author (Kraemer 1980, 1989), 

reveals that a number of phonetic series of characters exhibi t re ~ular 

phonological patterns in Modern Standard Mandarin, although at fir s t 

glance they may indeed appear to be phonologically "irregular" . 

It is the purpose of this paper to reexamine a number of phonetic 

series of characters presented by Karlgren in Chapter 13 of Ea~y Lessons in 

Chinese Writing (1958), and to showthat if such characters are reexamined 

in light of a synchronic, nhonemic analysis of modern Mandarin, that regular 

phonological patterns inherent in the modern !·-fandarin writing system will 

come to light. 
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Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to exam ne a1· 

of the phonetic series of characters presented by Karlgren in Chapter 

13 of Easy Lessons in Chinese Writing, a number of such ·sertes can be 

analyzed in terms of their component phonemes in modern Mandarin Chinese, 

The source to be consulted for a synchronic, phonemic an~ysi s of modern 

Mandarin Chinese is C.C. Cheng's A Synchronic Phonology of Mandar in Chi nese 

(1973). His analysis and notation for initials and underlying final 

phonemes in modern Mandarin Chinese will be used in this paper , I n 

addition, the traditional breakdown of the Mandarin syllable i nto ini tial, 

medial, nucleus, and ending (Final::. medial-t nucleus+ ending; Rime.:: nucleus+ 

ending) will be used (Cheng 1973, p. 11). 

For the purposes of this paper, two basic types of phoneti c series 

of Chinese characters will be presented, selected from those listed in 

Chapter 13 of Karlgren' s Easy Lessons in Chinese vlri ting (1958 ). The 

following are examples of what I term TyPe 1 phonetic series f rom Karlgren, 

The characters are given, along with the series number, accord ng t o Karlgren's 

system. The modern Mandarin pronunciation is also given accoring t o Karlgren, 

using his own rornanization system, Next to the Mandarin pronunciat ion, is 

given Karlgren' s notation for the Archaic pronunciation of· t he characters 

(in parenthesis), To the right of the Karlgren data is given t he modern 

phonemic transcription, according to Cheng (1973), of the Mandarin pronunciation 

of the characters, Since Karlgren does not indicate tones in his notation, 

tone phonemes will not be considered in this study, but only t he segmental 

phonemes in each Handarin syllable, 



Type ]. Phonetic Series ..... 
.) 

Karlgren notat.ion Cheng notati ::!~ 

57a. % fo yi ("' dh r) , t 1 i (1L' d 1 hr) fi, t 1 i .... 

82. itt mG.O (*meg), hQ.O (ilxmog) m~u XQ.U 

1t~k (*t!Sk), tu (:I" tSk) 118. \~ chu cu tu . 
¥-J--t 123. ~ y(Ulg ('t z!_AAg), siA-ng ( dzi<mg) ;i ict!;7 foi O.. IJ 

.LXffi 0i cAt-gi wo > , hu (_., xiwo) J)ii 124. JJJJ ~ .hu ,. " 

144a. rn= tlf yen (1'ngio.n), ,. k 1 ien (;tk 1!o.n) pio..n -1::(, 1 io..n 

178.~ ~f wei (-*"gi w_,r), huei (*xi 'IIClr) fo:n. xu'ti 
.t:f-17 ,. ,.. 

212. i' ll lung ('*liung), ch 1ung ("tliung) lu~o c; 1uro 
" -,...., "£] 216 • ;t\ ;], kung (·'ICkung) , weng (fi • ung) ku¥0 ~u"b'IJ 

t7 lEi;; p'in ('~'p 1 li()m), lin (,...bli~m) p'i~n li'lS'n 22Q.oP pO ... ... 
23o.ff{;1f{Sj() kien (,r kiQ.n) , yen (~ngiAn) i:foia.n ,0'iCUl 

266 • .f rJjf wei (:it gi W'<'d ) , k 'uei ('*k 1 i~d) JJU~i k 1u<S'i ... ,.. 

309.~ s:t- lu ('*li8k) , mu t* mliSk) lu mu ... .... 

364. ~X~ jua.n (*n!wo.n), nuo.n ~"'nwan) ru<\n nuun 

~ 1P yilqn (~ • iwM), kuo.n (X kiwo.n) f\itln ~uiUl 372. 1/i .... 



In looking at the examples of Type 1 phonetic series ~~ 

taken from Karlgren (1958), one finds that in each case both t .. ~ 

phonetic alone as well as the character listed as sharing that 

phonetic element in a compound, have one more phonemes of 

pronunciation in common in modern Mandarin. In all cases, this 

phoneme or combination of phonemes represents the final part of t he 

Mandarin syllable. Thus in series 57a, both characters share the 

final i; in series 82, both characters share the final~u; in ser ies 

118, both characters share the final u; in series 123, both characters 

share the final i~~ . ; in series 124, both characters share the final 

u; in series 144a, both characters share the final i~n; in series 178, 

both characters share the final u~i; in series 212, both characters 

share the final u~ry in series 216, both characters share the fi nal u~o 

in series 220, both characters share the final i~n; in series 230, both 

characters share the final i~n; in series 266, both characters share 

the final u~i; in series 309, both characters share the final u ; in series 

364, both characters share the final UQn; and in series 372, both characters 

share the final uQn, (All notation for these finals is given ac cor ding to 

Cheng (1973)) 

Such Type 1 phonetic series of characters, in which all characters 

in a series share the same final phoneme or phonemes can be termed Final. Perfect 

phonetic series, and have been discussed previously by this autho (Kraemer 

1980, 1989). Such Final Perfect phonetic series form an impor t ant group of 

phonetic series in modern Mandarin, In my doctoral dissertation, carried out 

at Rutgers University (1980~, I found some 153 phonetic series to be Final 

Perfect, out of more than 860 total series found in L, Wieger's book 

Chinese Characters (1927), 
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In looking at the list of Type l phonetic series giveL on page 

3 above, one can, in addition to looking at the final part of the Mandarin 

syllable, examine the pattern of initials exhibited by both t he compound 

character and phonetic itself in a series. Even from the short list of 

series given on page 3 above, one can see a good deal of variation among 

initials of characters in a phonetic series in Mandarin. At t he same time, 

however, even such a short list of series as given on page 3 illustrates 

how some combinations of initials occur in more than one phonetic series. 

For example, both series number 230 and 372 show the same combination of 

initials in the series, namely p and ~fo If one extends this pattern 

to include a choice of all possible palatal initials plus £1 initial, then 

one can include series ~ 123, 124, 144a, 230, and 372 in a larger, more 

general pattern, which I write as {Palatal, >6]-J- Final. This type of 

choice pattern does not necessarily mean that two different phoneti c series 

exhibiting this pattern will have exactly the same palatal initials occurring in 

each series; on the contrary the exact combination of palatals may be different 

in the two series; but what the two series have in common is t hat t hey exhibit 

initials from the same closed set of all possible palatals plus)6 i nitial. 

Thus we have series 123 with the pattern ~.j; 'f ia.~ ; series 124 with the 

patternf;,/Jfu ; the series 144a with the pattern -lf.',/Jfio..n and series 

230 and 372 with the patterns -i;f,pfio..n and #,j6 -f UIUl respectively. 

Looking again at the list of Type l phonetic series g~ven on page 3 above, 

one also finds several phonetic series which can be grouped together in a 

general pattern of the set of possible velar initials plus~ initial. These 

are phonetic series ::ft. 178, 216, and 266. Again, the phonetic series under 

discussion may not necessarily exhibit all of the same velar i nitials in each 
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series, but rather exhibit initials from the same set of ve l ar initi a ls 

plus )i initial. I write this pattern as [Velar, ;5}-t Final. Thus we have 

series 178 with the pattern x,¢~ u~i; series 216 with the pattern 

k,,¢ ·t u·t'!J ; and series 266 with the pattern k' ,~-+ uoL 

Turning to the second type of phonetic series to be di s cussed 

in this paper, the following is a list of what I term Type 2 phonetic 

series, taken from the series presented in Chapter 13 of Kar gren ' s 

Easy Lessons in Chinese Writing (1958). Again these are a select ed list 

from Karlgren. The same notation and conventions will be followed as 

were described above for Type 1 phonetic series (see page 2 ) . 

Type 2 Phonetic Series 

Karlgren notation Cheng notation1 

.-+> e 
('.f:•-an_), 40b. ~ ·1? a.n yen &•a.n) p~ ,¢ if-Ln 

46. di 1ilf sh"n (:#:st~.n), sien (* s!CUl) ~~D..n .b i ctn 

67.~ ~ wen &mj,wan), lin (-fml!~n) pu"t'n l i'lrn 

76.'1.. ;j;~ k 1 ien (Ji.k'i~) k'an (*k'l'm) .... , -c~ 'i k~ 

* ..).. 'K (,;! diMi) t 'a. n ( ... d •am) Jia.n t~ 86a.x. gx yen - , 
86d.1 #~ fen ~b'~wan), pin (~P..!""n) fj6Tn pi<rn 

99. it~ t ko..n ~kam), k'ien ('*g'j,o.m) k,¢a.n # ' :iA.n 

1oo • . f jj: sheng (*s~ng), sing ~s~~ng) ~~f~iJ ,t;iY? 



Type 2 Phonetic Series (Continued) 

1 
Karlgren notation Cheng notaU. n • 

~x· .t,x ts'iu (#ts'igg) ch'ou (.If dz 'iSg) ~'i<Yu ~ 'f~u 115e. '~' .. , . .... 

?1.£ "' jQ.h (:tni~n), nien (J: ?) rfo.n nictn 130. t lll ~~ 
1"\ 

132b.~ ..,, ch'ou (~t'iog), hiu (~xi8g) ... ,.. 9 •j;~u fo i ?ru 

134a.~ J4~ YO..~ (~ diog) , tO..o ("~ d '8g) ,. Jlio..u tfo.u 

142. t ~t chung (#tiSng), yung ('l'd18ng) gfmYrJ J'N. lriJ 
159a •• Jf ).ffj- ch~ ( ts~), tsien (*tsi~) 9fo.n ~ ictn 

' "* sin ("*sien), shen <""~i~n) 16o.r ·r ,G i~n f?/J a'n 

I n looking at the examples of Type 2 phonetic series take from 

Karlgren, one finds that in each case, one or more phonemes are shared 

by both the compound character and the phonetic it~elf in each ser i es. 

In all cases, this shared part of the modern Mandarin syllable i s the 

~part of the syllable • Looking at the Cheng notation for each series, 

one can see that both characters in series 4o b share the~n rime; both 

characters in series 46 share the ~n rime; both characters in ser i es 67 

share the rn rime; both characters in series 76 share the an r ime ; both 

characters in series 86a share the an rime; both characters i n s eries 86d 

share the·on rime; both characters in series 99 chare the an rime ; both 

chanacters in series 100 share the oD rime; both characters in series ll5e 

share the ¥u rime; both characters in series 130 share the Q n rime; both 

characters in series 132b share the ou rime; both characters in series 134a 
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share the tt u rime; both characters in series 142 share the o~ r ime; 

both characters in series 159a share the ~h rime; and both char acters 

in series 160 share the on rime. 

In addition to looking at the common rimes in the~yPe 2 

phonetic series1 which I •rill term Rime Perfect phonetic series , one 

can also examine the pattern of occurrence of idtials in each se ies 

in modern Mandarin. Certain patterns of initials stand out quite clearly 

when one looks at the 15 examples of T,ype 2 phonetic series given above. 

We can see first that series 46, 100, and 160 all illustrate the set of 

s and~ initials. Moreover, if one also looks at how the medi a l s in , 

each case are varying along with the initials, one can write the f ollowing 

pattern for these three series: ~~Rime//foiRime, where the ~ initi al is 

followed by the j medial , while thefo initial is followed by the i medial 

in each series. The Rime portion of the syllable, as menti oned above, is 

the same for the two characters in each series. If one also i nc ludes 

series 115e, 132b, and 159a along with series 46, 100, and 160 jus t mentioned, 

one finds that in all six cases, a retroflex initial is pai r ed with a palatal 

I .h::1 
initial in each case. Thus series 115e has 9 paired with·~ ; s eries 132b has 

~· paired with~ ; and series 159a has ~ paired with~fo; whi le series 46, 100, 

and 160 have ~ paired withp al already discussed, In additi on , in all 6 cases, 

the retroflex initial is followed by ap medial, while the pala~ initial is 

followed by an i medial, On~an summarize these 6 series in the following 

general pattern: r Retroflejf Rime I I falata~ i Rime • which reads "a 

choice from the set of retroflex initials followed by~· medial followed by a 

certain rime,coupled with a choice from the set of palatal i nitials followed by 
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i medial followed by the same rime." 

In similar fashion, series 76 and 99 from the Type ~ phonet i c 

series list, show a pattern of "a choice of velar initials f ol lowed by J5. 
medial followed by a certain rime, coupled with a choice of palatal initials 

followed by i medial followed by the same rime." This: genera: type of 

pattern can be written as follows : 

It should be evident from the above analysis, that both Final 

Perfect (Type 1) and Rime Perfect (Type 2) phonetic series a r e a f eature 

of the written language in modern Mandarin. Not only do the f ina s and 

rimes form regular phonological patterns in these kinds of series i n 

~1andarin (they are the same in each series of 'f.'ype 1 and Type 2 respectively), 

but the initials in both typ~of phonetic series also form r egul ar 

phonological patterns in modern Mandarin. In addition, in t he Ri me Perfect 

phonetic series, although more than one medial is found, the medials also 

often form a regular pattern of occurrence (such as the,, i medial 

combinations discussed above). 

Whether a particular phonetic series exhibitSregular phonological 

patterns in Ancient or Archaic Chinese is certainly important t o know from 

the persp~ctive of historical Chinese linguistics, but whether the same 

phonetic series exhibits a regular phonological pattern in moder Mandarin 

is a separate question. The analysis done in this paper has hopefully 

illustrated. this point, and has shown that phonetic series in Chinese need 
..fRM 

to be analyzed from a modern, synchronic point of vie"r as well as~ a historical 

one. 
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NOTES 

In addition to the initial and underlying final phonemes given by 
C.C. Cheng (1973) for the modern Mandarin syllable, this author 
will indicate the~ initial and~ medial where appropriate. 
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